
36” THE ORIGINAL POCKET  
ROASTER™ HOT DOG FORK
$3.99 EACH | RETAIL $11.99 
LUC ROASTER

INTEX® PILLOW REST RAISED QUEEN AIRBED
$59.95 | RETAIL $119.99 | JMK AIRBEDQUEE 
Dura-Beam™ series with Fiber-Tech™ constuction. The Dura-Beam™ 
Airbed Advantage: 100% more durable, 35% more supportive, 15% 
lighter than a traditional airbed! Standard interior construction  
has been enhanced with lightweight, high-strength fibers for  
amazing durability & comfort! Queen size (60” x 80” x 18” (16.5” H 
without pillow). Built-in pump, soft flocked top. Retail box.

INSECT REPELLING BUG  
BRACELET WRISTBAND
$1.19 EACH | RETAIL $3.49  
JMK BUGBRACELE 
Made with natural oils & proven effective 
against most biting insects. Lasts up to 
200h - inactive until  opened. Non-toxic; 
safe around kids, pets & adults. Also  
available in a display box of 50pcs.

IIT 10”  
SOLAR  
PARTY  
LANTERN
$4.99 EACH | RETAIL $9.99 
JMK SOLARLANT 
Solar panel charges the replaceable Ni-Mh  
battery, built-in hook & strap, white LED light, 
assorted colours, no wiring required, 1.2V 
600MaH battery charges fully in 4-6h of direct 
sun, & shines from 6-8h at night. Nylon shell.

CITRONELLA 180Z  
CANDLE IN HAMMERED  
COPPER PAIL
$4.79 | RETAIL $7.49
GD CANDLECIT

HELLO KITTY® EZ  
BED KIDS’ AIR BED  
WITH COVER  
& ATTACHED  
COMFORTER
$18.50 | RETAIL: $49.99 
COL AIRBEDHK 
Insulated comforted with  
attached liner, air bed with  
2-in-1 valve, electronically 
welded seams, air channel 
construction. Dimensions:  
25” W x 64” L x 4” to 6” H.  
Filling: Polyester. Liner & Cover: 
100% Polyester. For ages 4+.

EXTENDABLE 33”  
CAMPING FORK
$2.99 EACH 
RETAIL: $8.99 
LUC CAMPFORK
Cushion grip, assorted colours.  
Display pack: 24.

THE ORIGINAL HOT DIGGITY™  
31” EXTENDABLE HOT DOG FORK
$2.99 EACH | RETAIL: $8.99 
LUC HOTDOGFORK 
Reversed forks for safety. 31-1/4”L.  
Assorted colours. Display pack: 12.

CAMPING WITH 

MYSTICAL FIRE™ - CHANGE THE COLOUR OF YOUR CAMPFIRE!
$1.29 EACH | RETAIL $2.99 | MYS MYSTICALFI 
Change your campfire from red to blue to green to violet! Toss 1-3 packages into  
the fire - each package changes the colour of flames for up to 1h! Also available  
in display packs of 50pcs.  
*Please verify with your local municipality for by-laws & regulations regarding necessary 
permits, storage, transport and usage of fireworks. Must be 18yrs or older to purchase.



GET BELL™ SATELLITE TV SERVICE WHILE TRAVELING IN CANADA
Take your Bell programming along on your next outdoor excursion! Use with one of your existing Bell receivers or add another 
receiver to your account for a nominal fee; it’s just like adding another room! The KING Quest gives you the flexibility to take your 
Bell TV channels along with you while traveling in much of Canada without the need for a separate account. Now you never have 
to miss your favorite shows or sporting events, plus you can stay on top of the latest news and weather while enjoying the great 
outdoors. • Add to your existing Bell satellite TV service • Crystal clear HD • Fast, easy setup.  
*Reception area is approximate. Actual coverage area may be affected by weather and satellite signal strength.

GET DISH® PAY-AS-YOU-GO TV SERVICE WHILE TRAVELING IN THE U.S.
Canadians traveling in the US can now get DISH satellite TV service on a pay-as-you-go, month-to-month basis with no long-term 
contract or commitment. You don’t need a permanent US residence either; just charge the monthly fee to your credita card. DISH 
offers many of the same channels you’re already familiar with along with a wide variety of additional US movies, sports, news and 
commercial free music channels. Programming packages start at just $49.99/month. 1. Purchase a compatible DISH mobile receiver 
2. Reconfigure your KING Quest antenna for DISH service (takes 2 minutes) 3. Call (800) 963-3474 to activate your DISH Pay-As-You-
Go service.
*Compatible with DISH Pay-As-You-Go service for HD & SD signals using a DISH ViP® 211z or other single tuner, HD receiver (purchased separately).

TECH ELECTRONIC
TEL: 705.328.3652 | FAX: 705.328.3658 | TOLL FREE: 1.888.883.2704 & 1.888.878.8277
76 ST. DAVID STREET, LINDSAY, ONTARIO K9V 1N7 | TECHELECTRONIC.CA 
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31 years of cool stuff!

IIT 40” SOLAR POWERED  
LED LIGHTED DRIVEWAY MARKERS
$5.49 EACH | RETAIL $9.99 | JMK MARKERRYB 
Marks driveways for safe driving at night or in poor visibility.  
Assorted coloured panels (red, yellow, blue) light up with solar 
powered LED lights & are reflective for daytime visibility. Includes 
ground stake. Also available in display packs of 24pcs.

POWER™  
ADVANTAGE  
SUPER BRIGHT  
20-LED LANTERN  
W/ CAMOUFLAGE  
PATTERN
$12.79 | RETAIL $24.99 | CSS LANTRNCAMO 
Gradually set the perfect level of light with the easy to adjust  
knob. Great for camping, outdoor activities & emergencies.  
Rugged, durable housing, easy to carry with a collapsible  
handle for hanging, safety reflective rim, LED bulb life lasts  
up to 100,000h. Requires 3 x D batteries (not included).  
Dimensions: 3.1” x 4.3” x 9”. Retail box - bilingual.

KING QUEST™ AUTOMATIC  
PORTABLE SATELLITE TV ANTENNA
Live Satellite TV Anywhere!
$699 | RETAIL $999 | KI VQ4200
The KING Quest offers fast, effortless & reliable connection  
to your favorite Bell TV channels while RVing, camping,  
tailgating, enjoying a backyard BBQ or time at the cabin. 
A single coax cable connects the antenna to your satellite 
receiver for quick and easy setup. Once connected, just press 
a button and the antenna automatically locks on the satellite 
in minutes bringing your favorite channels to your outdoor 
adventures. Automatic satellite acquisition, powered over 
coax (no separate power cable to antenna), roof mountable 
(no additional brackets required), supports multiple TV  
viewing*, built-in handle for easy transport.  
*Programming must be on the same satellite


